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Introduction

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations
have become increasingly important in elucidating the be-
haviour of biological systems such as proteins under condi-
tions not easily examined by experimental techniques [2-6].
Using atomic parameters to reproduce the system potential

energy surface (PES), Newton’s equations of motion are solved
numerically to produce a trajectory for the time evolution of
the system. This trajectory can then reveal dynamic and struc-
tural information. A typical system for which useful informa-
tion could be obtained from such simulations is the very im-
portant or Ha-ras protein.

This protein is a member of a family that has received a
large amount of attention over recent years, primarily due to
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equivalent to STO-3G derived values. This procedure is seen to produce a good magnesium-phosphate interac-
tion potential when compared to 6-31++G* ab initio calculations. With the nucleotides fixed in the binding site
conformation, it was found essential to include the electrostatics of the binding site in the calculation of the
charges. It was also found to be inappropriate to divide the nucleotide into constituent parts for the calculations.
From the calculated charges and experimental data, the nucleotide protonation states in the protein are deduced.
It is unlikely that GDP is protonated, GTP probably binds one proton. The charges were tested in MD simulations
of a protein modelled on the crystal structure of Tong et al. [1], during which the dynamics of the nucleotide and
binding site residues were in good agreement with the crystal structure data. The model is seen to be sensitive,
not only to the inclusion of explicit solvent, but to the number of waters ligating the magnesium ion and the
conformation of the loop between residues 60 and 66; both pieces of information are lacking in the crystal
structure data.
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its importance in the cell growth cycle and related oncogenesis.
The proteins are membrane bound, responsible for transmit-
ting growth factor signals from the hormone receptor to the
cell interior. This process is mediated by a cycle that involves
exchange of Guanosine-5'-diphosphate (GDP) and guanosine-
5'-triphosphate (GTP) followed by dephosphorylation of the
GTP [7, 8]. Recent work has started to shed light on the cen-
tral position of these proteins in a whole range of signalling
pathways [9]. However, while proteins both upfield and
downfield of the ras protein in the signal path have been ex-
perimentally characterised [10], for an understanding of the
mechanism and energetics of the cycle it is necessary to turn
to theoretical methods. The cycle is a set of non-equilibrium
processes, lending themselves to stucy using molecular dy-
namics.

A few studies of this nature have already been performed
[11, 12], looking at the GTP hydrolysis mechanism. Many
other parts of the cycle, such as the input needed to induce the
nucleotide exchange that acts as a trigger, are still to be inves-
tigated. One major problem in this respect is the availability
of structures from which such calculations can be started.
While a full crystal structure (all heavy atoms) for the GTP
complex due to Pai et al. [13] is now available in the
Brookhaven databank (code 5p21), the structure for the GDP
complex deposited there contains only alpha carbon and ligand
heavy atoms (code 2p21) [1]. A higher resolution structure
for this complex has however been published [14]. Various
models of the GDP complex have also been published [15, 16].
As will be shown later, the dynamics of the protein are sig-
nificantly affected by the starting structure.

Once a suitable starting structure has been generated, the
problem is to choose a reasonable set of force field param-
eters for the simulation of the system. A typical, well-tested
set of parameters for bio-molecular simulations, is provided
by the AMBER force fields [17, 18]. These describe the po-
tential energy function as a sum over terms for bond and bond
angle distortions; torsional rotations, and interatomic interac-
tions in the form of Lennard-Jones and coulombic terms. Both
GDP and GTP have formal charges and so the interaction be-
tween them and the protein is likely to be dominated by the
electrostatic energies. A good description of the charge distri-
bution is thus essential for computer simulations.

The AMBER standard force field contains parameters for
the RNA nucleotides. However the charges were optimised
on fragments which may bear little relationship to the
nucleotide in the protein binding site. This is especially true
in the case of the phosphate groups, which in RNA are di-
substituted monophosphates rather than mono-substituted di-
or tri-phosphates of GDP and GTP. The charges on equivalent
phosphate oxygens have also been averaged in the force field,
which may remove an important anisotropic field within the
protein binding site.

The development of a force field is a delicate balance be-
tween simplicity and accuracy. In particular the treatment of
non-bonded interactions has proved to be the most sensitive
part of molecular mechanics calculations. In most empirical

force fields, of which AMBER is a typical example, these
terms are represented as a set of point charges on the atomic
centres combined with Lennard-Jones attraction and repul-
sion parameters. The parameters are optimised to reproduce
experimental data. This corrects for differences between the
electric field produced by the atom-centred charges and the
more complex real molecular field, and at the same time
corrects for missing energy terms such as those due to atom-
atom polarisation.

In the AMBER force field, the Lennard-Jones non-bonded
parameters were optimised with fixed charges and built up
into a library connected with atom types to cover most chemi-
cal situations. To simulate a novel molecule, it is simply a
matter of selecting the desired atom types and suitable
charges, usually generated explicitly for the new molecule.
Due to the optimisation process, it is necessary to use the
original method for charge generation to preserve force field
integrity and prevent the problems arising from having terms
from different sources. For AMBER parameters, this means
fitting the charges to a molecular electrostatic potential
(MEP) derived from a STO-3G [19] basis set wavefunction.
Using a higher basis set may produce a better description of
the molecules electrostatic properties, but the atom-centred
charges tend to be larger. For example in a set of quinone
molecules 6-31G* derived charges [20] are on average 1.15
times as large as the corresponding STO-3G charges [21].
The Lennard-Jones terms should be re-optimised to com-
pensate for this increased polarity. Approximate linear rela-
tionships have been found between basis set and atom-cen-
tred charges [21, 22]. It is therefore possible, in theory, to
calculate charges with one method and scale to approximate
those produced using a different basis set.

This problem can be seen on a practical level by a com-
parison using 6-31G* MEP generated charges [23] against
the standard STO-3G MEP charges in AMBER simulations
of DNA. Also in this case the charges from the higher basis
set are more polar (see table 4 for comparisons of the two
charge sets for GDP). Identical simulations on the DNA strand
d(ATATATATAT)

2
, starting in an idealised B-DNA confor-

mation in a sphere of solvent containing placed counter ions,
produce very different trajectories depending on the charges
used [24]. In a trajectory using STO-3G charges, the DNA
stays in a conformation predominantly described by B-DNA
structural parameters, while in one using the 6-31G* charges
the conformer changes to one that is better described by the
experimentally less stable A-DNA structure. Another exam-
ple of problems encountered with the use of 6-31G* charges
in AMBER is the over estimation of the intra-molecular con-
tribution to the free energy in a calculation of the equilib-
rium constant for histamine tautomerism [25].

Recently, a set of AMBER parameters has been published
for simulations of the nucleotides GDP, GTP, GPPNP and
GPPCP [26]. Standard Lennard-Jones parameters were taken
and the charges were calculated by fitting to semi-empirical
MNDO MEPs. This method, as well as being possibly in-
compatible with the AMBER force field, is known to be
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unable to reliably treat hypervalent compounds such as sul-
phates and phosphates [27], which need the inclusion of d-
orbitals. The situation is likely to be further complicated by
the high negative charge; again something not well treated
by minimal basis sets. A further problem is that these charges
were calculated for the bare ions in vacuo in the protein
binding site geometry, which as will be shown later may
lead to spurious results. The parameters were also untested
in the protein. Only a simulation in solution was made. This
use of charges calculated in one geometry and used for
simulations in another is known to cause problems [28, 29].
In a simulation of the ras: GTP complex, Foley et al. [12]
also used standard AMBER parameters, but with 3-21G*
[20] MEP fitted charges, subsequently scaled to mimic 6-
31G* charges, for the monoprotonated GTP ion, but the con-
formation used is not reported and the charges were not pub-
lished.

The aim of this paper is to calculate and test charges for
GDP and GTP for use in molecular dynamics simulations of
the Ha-ras protein complexes. Of greater interest to us is the
GDP complex, and this will be the focus of the study; the
GTP charges are merely presented as a by-product. A model
of the complex was therefore built based on the available
crystal structure. A protocol for the charge derivation of these
large charged molecules is developed and tested on a small
system. Charges for GDP in the binding site conformation
are then calculated, firstly fragmenting the nucleotide, then
treating the full molecule both with and without the sur-
rounding protein. Finally some short simulations are run to
check the performance of the charges against the experi-
mental data of the crystal structure.

Methods

Unless otherwise stated, the programs AMBER3.1 [30] and
GAUSSIAN88 [31] and were used for the empirical molecu-
lar mechanics and ab initio quantum mechanics calculations
respectively. The program AMBER was chosen from the
various molecular mechanics programs available because of
the availability of the source code. In all calculations, the
protein was represented by a united-atom model, with ex-
plicit polar hydrogen atoms; all other molecules used an all-
atom description. Water molecules were described by the
TIP3P model [32]. The fitting of atom-centred charges to
MEPs was made using computer code written by Reynolds
(RATTLER) [33]. This uses a method [34, 35] based on the
CHELP procedure [36] but puts random points in a region
of space rather than over surfaces.

Calculation of atom-centred charges for use with the
AMBER force field.

It is desirable when developing new charges for use with the
AMBER force field, that they should be fitted to an MEP

derived from a wavefunction calculated using a STO-3G ba-
sis set. However this basis set is too small to handle the high
charge density on the triply negative GDP ion, a species un-
likely to be stable in vacuo, leaving a number of unbound
electrons in SCF orbitals with positive eigenvalues. It has been
found that the addition of diffuse functions, which allow the
wavefunction to expand in space, are required for such situa-
tions [36]. Unfortunately, the smallest basis set available in
GAUSSIAN88 with such functions is 6-31+G*, far too large
to treat the 40 atom GDP molecule.

For a compromise of speed and stability, the standard
3-21G* basis set was used with sp-diffuse functions taken from
the 6-31+G* set. This basis set, 3-21+G* has been tested [37].
To save computer resources, for these calculations the diffuse
functions were added only on the phosphate groups (i.e. just
P and O atoms). This nonstandard set will in future be desig-
nated 3-21G*+. It might be thought that the omission of dif-
fuse functions on the other heavy atoms is reasonable as the
excess electron density will be almost entirely on the phos-
phate groups. A similar basis set, with the addition of d-func-
tions on the oxygen atoms, was used in a recent paper on
atomic charges for PO

3
- and related XO

3
n species [38]. In that

study, it was noted that even with 6-31+G* (at the Hartree-
Fock level) there were unbound electrons on XO

3
2- and XO

3
3-

ions. This was however not a problem for any of the mol-
ecules studied here (GDP3-, GTP4- and MePO42-), the extra
heavy atoms allowing a greater spread of charge.

The charges fitted to an MEP calculated with this basis set
were then scaled to mimic what the STO-3G basis set would
have produced. Assuming the 3-21G*+ charges scale approxi-
mately like 3-21G values, this involves dividing all charges
[21] by a factor of 1.3. In conformity with the use of diffuse
functions on only the phosphate groups, the overall charge
lost by the scaling was then divided evenly over the phos-
phate atoms.

Testing the protocol for phosphate atom-centred charges

As a small test system for these charges, a methyl phosphate
ion with a magnesium ion approaching along the ether P—O
bond (i.e. the oxygen bonded to the methyl group) was set up.
This is shown in figure 1. The model has the advantage of a
symmetry of interaction between the magnesium and termi-
nal oxygen atoms as the intermolecular distance changes. This
is helpful due to the identical nature of chemically equivalent
atoms in molecular mechanics.

O P

O-O-

OMe
Mg++

R

Fig. 1: The magnesium - phosphate system used to calculate
interaction potentials with various parameter sets.
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Initially a high quality ab initio interaction energy curve
was calculated. The methylphosphate structure, initially set
up as a random standard geometry, was optimised, at the
3-21G* level. An interaction energy curve with the magne-
sium ion at various values of R was then calculated using a
6-31++G* basis set, corrected for basis set superposition er-
ror (BSSE) with the Boys-Bernardi Counterpoise Correction
method [39]. This correction was found to be significant for
the phosphate ion as the magnesium approaches; the electron
rich negative ion borrowing functions from the function rich
positive ion.

This interaction energy was then recalculated using the
AMBER program with various sets of parameters. The ab initio
optimised methylphosphate geometry was kept to enable com-
parisons to be made. It was found that if the methylphosphate
was energy minimised with AMBER it moved into a separate
minimum which produced a different curve for the interac-
tion energy. Interestingly this AMBER minimum corresponded
to the geometry found in the GMP crystal structure [40]. Plac-
ing the magnesium at distances from the methylphosphate
identical to the ab initio calculation, the ANALYSIS module
was used to evaluate the interaction energy.

Building a model of the Ha-ras: GDP protein complex.

The Ha-ras: GDP complex alpha carbon coordinates produced
by Tong et al. [1], the then only available Ha-ras crystal struc-
ture, were taken from the Brookhaven databank. This struc-
ture will be in future referred to as “the crystal structure”. The
first stage was to turn this into a complete model. Initial mod-
elling was done using the QUANTA / CHARMm software
package [41]. A 171 residue polyalanine chain was taken. At
appropriate positions alanines were changed to glycines. Us-
ing the crystal coordinates as a target, the chain was energy
minimised using a linear constraint potential with a force con-
stant of 50 kcal mol-1 to force the alpha carbons of the chain
onto the experimentally measured positions. During this time
the non-bonded pair list was never updated from the initial
values calculated on the linear chain using a non-bond cutoff
of 8 Å. This ensures atoms only interact with neighbours in
the chain so allowing non-neighbouring parts of the chain to
pass through one another. To ensure a reasonable backbone,
the ω-torsion angles were kept planar with a stiff harmonic
potential.

The model chain now had a fold similar to the crystal struc-
ture. In the next step, the alpha carbon atoms were given the
exact crystal coordinates. Keeping these atoms fixed in space,
the whole polyalanine / glycine protein was energy minimised,
this time updating the non-bonded pair list every 100 steps,
but still with the ω-torsion angles constrained to be planar.
After this the alanine methyl groups were replaced with the
appropriate sidechains to form Ha-ras. Charged residues are
all on the protein surface, or in the exposed binding site, so
protonation states were left as they are in solution. All four
histidines are surface residues and so the N(τ)H tautomer,

which is more abundant in solution, was chosen. This struc-
ture was then fully optimised, still keeping the alpha car-
bons fixed.

The GDP and magnesium ions from the crystal structure
were then added, with appropriate protons, so that the model
matched the primary sequence and measured x-ray coordi-
nates. As the sidechains had been randomly added, it was
now necessary to relax the model into an energy minimum
where it would keep the crystal shape without constraints. A
better conformation also had to be found for residues 60 to
66. These are not defined in the crystal structure and had
been arbitrarily filled in by the above process.

Due to the known flexibility of this loop, it is unlikely
that a database structure search would produce meaningful
results. It is also likely that the surroundings play an impor-
tant role in its conformation as it lies sandwiched between
two more rigid loops. Conformational space was therefore
sampled using high temperature molecular dynamics for all
the experimentally uncharacterised regions of the model,
keeping fixed the known crystal positions (i.e. the alpha car-
bons of residues 1- 61 and 66- 171, GDP heavy atoms and
magnesium). SHAKE [42] was implemented to constrain
the bond lengths to their equilibrium geometries and a time
step of 0.002 ps was used. The GDP was treated with an all
atom description, while the amino acids had non-polar
hydrogens included in the heavy atoms.

The structure was initially quickly heated over 0.5 ps to
500 K. 20 ps of constant temperature dynamics were then
run, during which the energy dropped by around 3600 kJmol-
1 and remained stable for the last 5 ps. As an indication that
the dynamics had searched a reasonable area of phase space
during this time, the phi and psi angles of residues 60 to 66
were monitored and all varied by 80- 180° during the simu-
lation. The lowest energy conformation found in the simula-
tion was taken and energy minimised. Finally the constraints
on the “crystal atoms” were removed and a full optimisation
performed.

After this optimisation, the binding site of the model had
significantly changed. The magnesium ion had moved to lie
between the alpha and beta phosphates of the GDP ion, and
the residues Asp33 and Asp57 had moved to bind to the mag-
nesium, closing up the binding site and distorting the loop
between residues 26 and 36, λ2. For the binding site to match
the crystal structure, it was necessary to add four water mol-
ecules around the magnesium ion, as noted in the descrip-
tion of the high resolution crystal structure [14]. These wa-
ters were placed to provide octahedral coordination around
the magnesium ion and to maximise hydrogen bonding; one
lay between the magnesium ion and Asp33 and one between
the magnesium ion and Asp57. The structure was then
optimised, first allowing just the waters to move, and then a
full optimisation. In Ha-ras: GDP formed after hydrolysis of
GTP [43], Asp57 is a direct ligand to the magnesium. This
indicates that the number of waters ligated to the magne-
sium ion may vary, and the binding site can become more or
less tight depending on this.
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One final problem was found in the model. On full mini-
misation, even with the four water ligands present, the mag-
nesium ion and the GDP β-phosphate moved to allow the
magnesium to interact either with the O3B and O2B oxygen
atoms or with the O3B and O1A. It is interesting to note that
when the magnesium moved between the alpha and beta
phosphates, the beta-phosphate rotated from its normal
gauche position with respect to the alpha phosphate to an
eclipsed conformation, allowing better interaction with the
magnesium. When this happened the protein structure was
virtually unchanged, with the exception of Gly12, which
moved about 3 Å from its crystal position, and its two neigh-
bouring residues; evidence of the connection between this
residue, important in the mutagenesis of the protein, and the
position of the beta-phosphate. On closer study, it was no-
ticed that the O2B oxygen atom had no nearby positively
charged ligand. During the initial modelling the loop with
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Gly12 and Gly13 had ended up with their backbone protons
pointing away from the binding site. As Gly13 seems to be
the only possible candidate for the role of ligand, this part of
the chain was moved by hand to provide a better environment
for the phosphate group. After a short energy minimisation of
this altered segment, a full optimisation now produced a model
with an RMSD of 1.67 Å compared to the crystal structure
with no major deviations. A Ramachandran plot of the back-
bone phi and psi torsion angles showed that most of these
were in the preferred regions.

Calculating atom-centred charges for GDP and GTP

The naming convention employed for GDP and GTP is shown
in figure 2. Using the scheme described above, charges for
GDP and GTP were initially calculated in the same way as
for the original RNA force field, splitting the nucleotide into
parts for the base, sugar and phosphates. The nucleotide ge-
ometry taken as the basic structures were those from the above
model based on the crystal structure. As well as the three parts
used in the original study, a second set of fragments was taken
one further step down the molecule as shown in figure 3.

To see the effect of treating the whole molecule and the
importance of the conformation, charges were also calculated
on the full nucleotide taken from the model crystal structure
and a fully extended conformer of GDP. This has the phos-
phate chain in a minimum close to the all-trans conformation,
taken to be the preferred geometry of GDP outside the pro-
tein. The flexible torsion angles for both geometries are shown
in figure 2. The large size of the molecule prevented full ab
initio optimisation and so the “all trans” conformer was en-
ergy minimised using the CHARMm force field. The final
stage was to include the effects of the protein environment.
This was done by taking all atoms in the protein model within
5 Å of the nucleotide and adding them as a set of point charges,
taken from the AMBER force field, to the Hamiltonian.

Charges were also calculated for GTP in the protein bind-
ing site. The coordinates for GPPNP complex crystal struc-

Fig. 2: Naming protocol for the atoms in GTP and GDP. The
torsion angles marked define the conformer of GDP. Values
for these angles, in degrees, for the “extended” and Ha-ras
protein binding site geometries used in the charge
calculations are tabulated below.

Torsion no. Extended Protein

φ
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166.2 219.1
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φ
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35.0 29.2

φ
7

287.1 297.0
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Figure 3. Fragments used to test the effect of division schemes
on calculating partial charges for GDP in the Ha-ras binding
site conformation.
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ture [13], kindly provided by Pai, were taken; hydrogens
were added using QUANTA and the nucleotide changed to
GTP. It is known that there is little difference between the
GPPNP and GTP bound protein structures [43], so the pro-
tein heavy atoms were fixed while the nucleotide and hy-
drogen atoms were minimised using CHARMm. Charges
were then calculated on this GTP structure, taking the same
5 Å binding site point charge model as for GDP above.

Molecular dynamics simulations run using the new
charges

The Ha-ras: GDP model was truncated to residues 1 to 166.
This is known to have no effect on the biochemistry [44]
and has the advantage that the protein is more spherical and
so easier to solvate. The C-terminus so formed was capped
with an N-methyl group, while the N-terminus, which would
be in solution, was left as a charged -NH3+ group. This struc-
ture was then energy minimised using the AMBER force
field. As a comparison, optimizations were made using both
the 3-21G*+ derived charges and the standard AMBER
STO-3G derived charges for the GDP ion.

The system was now ready to run short test simulations
to check the new charges. Heating to 300 K and subsequent
equilibration was performed over 10 ps, coupled to a tem-
perature bath with the Berendsen velocity scaling algorithm
[45] with a relaxation constant of 0.1 ps Both temperature
and potential energy seemed stable after this. A further 50
ps of constant temperature dynamics were then run. During
this time a problem was encountered in constraining the short,
stiff “bonds” to the sulphur lone pairs with SHAKE. The
mass of the lone pairs was increased from one to six and the
sulphur decreased to twenty. This should have little effect
on the sulphur motion and the vibrational frequency was
lowered enough to enable SHAKE to keep the constraints. It
is noticed that this problem has later been rectified in the
force field used in AMBER4.0, with a different bond force

constant. During the simulation, coordinates were saved every
0.2 ps This simulation is called the “crystal” simulation.

To test the sensitivity of the model to various factors, four
further simulations were run. The first was to test the loop
between residues 60 and 66, the regions modelled without
any crystal data. This was done by taking the loop from be-
fore MD was used to search conformational space and graft-
ing it onto the refined model structure (simulation “unrefined
loop”). The second and third simulations were to investigate
the importance of the waters bound to the magnesium ion for
the protein dynamics. One simulation was therefore run with
three water molecule ligands (simulation “3 water ligands”),
corresponding to the Ha-ras: GDP structure captured after
hydrolysis from Ha-ras: GTP, and one without any water
molecule ligands (simulation “no water ligands”). Energy
minimisation and 60 ps of dynamics in vacuo were then per-
formed on all three new models.

Finally, the effect of adding solvation to the model was
checked by the inclusion of explicit water molecules to the
model. It was not possible to solvate the protein fully as a
sphere of waters large enough to give a shell of solvent at
least 8 Å from all solute atoms would contain at least 3000
water molecules. Instead, a 24 Å sphere was added centred on
residue 9. This residue is approximately half way between the
binding site and the exposed loop of residues 59- 65. This
provided a shell approximately 5 Å thick around the protein
on the side known to face into the cytosol, and the solvent
shell decreased to around 3 Å for residues that are on the side
of the protein that faces the membrane wall. This needed 1105
water molecules. Due to the small size of the solvation shell,
no cap potential was used to hold the surface waters in place,
but over the short period of the simulation performed, solvent
evaporation was not a problem.

Fixing all the known crystallographic atoms (alpha car-
bons and ligand heavy atoms) and the four waters ligating the
magnesium ion, energy minimisation of 100 steps of steepest
descent, followed by a 15 ps simulation using the same con-
ditions as before were run to relax the solvent and sidechains.

Simulation name Environment
No. Mg2+

water ligands
Region 66 - 74 [a]

"Crystal" in vacuo 4 refined

"Unrefinedloop" in vacuo 4 unrefined

"No water ligands" in vacuo 0 refined

"3 water ligands" in vacuo 3 refined

"Crystal in water" aqueous solution 4 refined

Table 1. Summary of MD simulations
run. All were based on a model of the
Ha-ras: GDP complex. 10ps of
heating and equilibration to 300K
were followed by 50ps of NVT
dynamics.

[a] Refinded indicates that loop
initial geometry was found by high
temperature MD, unrefined indicated
it was the model geometry before the
high temperature MD was used to
search conformation space.
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Atom [a] AMBER [b] 3-21G*+ [c] With Mg [d] PM3 [e]

Mg 2000 2000 1.800 2.000

O3 -0.943 -0.551 -0.609 -1.255

O2 -0.943 -0.551 -0.609 -1.255

O1 -0.943 -0.551 -0.609 -1.255

P 1.337 0.136 -0.323 2.300

O* -0.748 -0.350 -0.073 -0.675

C -0.015 0.206 -0.176 0.170

H3 0.085 0.056 0.199 -0.010

H2 0.085 0.056 0.199 -0.010

H1 0.085 0.056 0.199 -0.010

(b) “3-21G*+” denotes methylphosphate charges were fitted
to an ab initio derived MEP using this basis set. “With Mg”
means that the magnesium ion was explicitely included in
the MEP calculation. “PM3” marks the energy calculated
with charges derived from a semi-empirical MEP.

[a] Atom naming is with
chemically equivalent atoms
numbered, and O* represents
the ether oxygen.

[b] Charges from the standard
force field [18].

[c] Charges fitted to an ab initio
MEP calculated with the
3-21G*+ basis set.

[d] Charges also fitted to a
3-21G*+ basis set MEP, but
magnesium ion was explicitely
included in the calculation.

[c] Charges fitted to a PM3
derived MEP.

Figure 4. Interaction potential energy between a magnesium
ion and methylphosphateion along the trajectory in
figure 1. For both graphs, “6-31++G*” denotes  ab inito
energies calculated at this basis set.
(a) “Set 1” and “Set 2” denote energies were calculated using
AMBER withdifferent Lennard -Jones parameters on the
magnesium (see text for details).

Table 2. Atom-centred charges used
for calculating the interaction
energy between a magnesium ion
and a methylphosphate ion.
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guanine
fragment

1

guanine
fragment

2

ribose
fragment

1

ribose
fragment

2

diphosphate
fragment

1

diphosphate
fragment

2

3-21G*+
Protein [a]

O3B -1.815 -0.129 -0.162

O2B -1.543 -1.353 -1.659

O1B -0.124 -0.715 -1.526

PB H0.639 -0.643 -0.523 -0.771

O3A -0.352 -0.354 -0.456 -0.556

O2A -0.074 -0.042 -0.736 -0.956

O1A -0.773 -0.110 -0.767 -0.944

PA H0.420 -0.955 1.386 1.815 1.977

O5* -0.681 0.053 -0.406 -0.556 -0.690

C5* 0.196 -0.320 0.554 -0.169 0.019

H5*1 0.072 0.294 -0.028 0.222 0.121

H5*2 0.013 0.193 0.045 0.116 0.097

C4* H0.356 0.010 0.137 -0.437 0.283 0.137

H4* 0.104 0.225 H0.177 0.115 0.140

O4* H0.131 -0.674 -0.523 -0.056 H0.155 -0.718 -0.504

C3* H0.097 0.336 0.200 H0.183 0.172 0.272

O3* -0.755 -0.733 -0.740 -0.676

HO3* 0.454 0.513 0.479 0.420

H3* 0.014 0.017 0.086 0.196

C2* H0.112 -0.629 0.163 0.297 H0.069 -0.010

O2* -0.678 -0.751 -0.742 -0.658

HO2* 0.157 0.426 0.447 0.455

H2* 0.118 0.038 0.222

C1* -0.265 0.589 0.680 0.519 H0.485 0.431

H1* 0.165 0.045 0.020 0.086 0.099

N9 -0.104 -0.332 -1.167 -0.239 -0.716

C8 0.160 0.267 H0.403 -0.352 1.027

H8 0.155 0.123 0.080 0.072

Table 3. Atom-centred charges fitted to a 3-21G*+ MEP
calculated on GDP from the Ha-ras: GDP crystal structure
and fragments of that structure. GDP atom names are those
in figure 2 and the fragments are those shown in figure 3. An
H in front of a charge shows that there was a terminating
hydrogen in place of the GDP atom named.
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At the end of this time a second short energy minimisation
was performed. The same 60 ps simulation as run previously
10 ps of equilibration followed by 50 ps with data collection)
was then made. This simulation is referred to as the “crystal
in water” simulation. The simulation details are summarised
in table 1.

Results

Comparisons of the methylphosphate-magnesium ion inter-
action energy

A comparison of the interaction energy curve between a mag-
nesium ion and a methylphosphate ion calculated ab initio
(6-31++G* basis set, BSSE corrected) and calculated using
two sets of available AMBER parameters is shown in
figure 4(a). The phosphate non-bonded parameters for both
AMBER calculations were taken from the standard RNA all
atom set. The parameters for the methyl group were from the
serine-carbon, which is next to an electronegative oxygen, in
the all-atom protein force field. The difference between the
calculations was the choice of Lennard-Jones parameters used
for the magnesium ion, which had a charge of 2+. One calcu-

lation used the parameters from the original force field (set 1)
and the other values from Cieplak et al. [46] (set 2).

It can be seen that the curves follow the ab initio curve
very well, but are higher in energy. The second set of mag-
nesium parameters is seen to perform better and was taken
in all subsequent calculations. The steepness of the r-12 re-
pulsion energy used by the AMBER potential is noticeable,
as is the increasing divergence of the molecular mechanics
and ab initio curves at large distances. Both these regions
will not be sampled during simulations inside the protein
and so this is not a significant problem.

Figure 4(b) compares the same ab initio interaction en-
ergy curve with AMBER calculations using three different
charge sets with the set 2 AMBER Lennard-Jones terms. One
set of charges was derived by fitting to a 3-21G*+ derived
MEP, averaging over the terminal oxygens and scaling by a
factor of 1.3 to mimic STO-3G charges. The total ionic charge
lost by this scaling was divided over the five atoms of the
phosphate group. The second set was to study the effect of
including the magnesium in the charge fitting procedure.
Charges were again fitted to a 3-21G*+ MEP, but this time
from the wavefunction of the supermolecule with the mag-
nesium at the ab initio minimum energy distance shown in
figure 4(a). The same averaging and scaling as above was

[a] GDP in the Ha-ras: GDP complex model geometry based
on the crystal structure.

Table 3. Atom-centred charges fitted to a 3-21G*+ MEP
calculated on GDP from the Ha-ras (continued).

guanine
fragment

1

guanine
fragment

2

ribose
fragment

1

ribose
fragment

2

diphosphate
fragment

1

diphosphate
fragment

2

3-21G*+
Protein [a]

N7 -0.532 -0.553 H0.143 -0.537

C5 -0.116 -0.045 H0.143 0.128

C6 0.866 0.831 0.850

O6 -0.650 -0.646 -0.323

N1 -0.899 -0.882 -0.943

H1 0.440 0.440 0.519

C2 1.055 1.047 1.141

N2 -1.077 -1.077 -0.918

H21 0.456 0.456 H0.102 0.499

H22 0.457 0.459 H0.168 0.511

N3 -0.776 -0.775 H0.124 -0.683

C4 0.423 0.430 H0.448 -0.314 0.896
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Table 4. Atom centre charges for the GDP and GTP
molecular ions. Atom names are those in figure 2. The sums
at the bottom of the table are the totals on the nucleotide
component groups.

AMBER
STO-3G [a]

AMBER
6-31G* [b]

3-21G*+
Extended [c]

3-21G*+
Protein [c]

3-21G*+
Protein

inc. site [d]

3-21G*+
Protein

inc. site [d]

O3C -0.978

O2C -1.028

O1C -1.278

PC 1.401

O3B -0.981 -1.054 -1.049 -0.162 -1.194 -0.727

O2B -0.981 -1.054 -1.049 -1.659 -1.011 -0.742

O1B -0.981 -1.054 -1.049 -1.526 -0.927 -0.715

PB 1.222 2.049 1.697 -0.771 1.440 1.465

O3A -0.623 -1.055 -0.771 -0.556 -0.748 -0.833

O2A -0.850 -0.997 -0.865 -0.956 -0.744 -0.807

O1A -0.850 -0.997 -0.865 -0.944 -0.777 -1.028

PA 1.429 2.049 1.422 1.977 1.211 1.477

O5* -0.509 -0.763 -0.563 -0.690 -0.398 -0.178

C5* 0.180 0.197 0.140 0.019 -0.209 -0.049

H5*1 0.008 0.012 0.049 0.121 0.185 0.121

H5*2 0.008 0.012 -0.015 0.097 0.142 0.005

C4* 0.100 0.300 -0.068 0.137 0.075 -0.106

H4* 0.061 0.028 0.143 0.140 0.101 0.010

O4* -0.343 -0.564 -0.409 -0.504 -0.549 -0.188

C3* 0.303 0.310 0.302 0.272 0.149 0.585

O3* -0.509 -0.822 -0.606 -0.676 -0.538 -0.629

HO3* 0.306 0.438 0.351 0.420 0.341 0.287

H3* 0.007 0.018 0.030 0.196 0.119 -0.111

C2* 0.101 -0.003 0.156 -0.010 0.066 0.019

O2* -0.546 -0.704 -0.576 -0.658 -0.522 -0.424

HO2* 0.324 0.466 0.345 0.455 0.353 0.287
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Table 4.  Atom centre charges for the GDP and GTP molecular
ions (continued)

[a] Charges from the AMBER force field [18].
[b] From Hausheer et al. [23]
[c] Charges calculated from a 3-21G*+ MEP on the

“extended” and protein binding site geometries  defined
in figure 2.

[d] Charges calculated from a 3-21G*+ MEP on the
nucleotides from the protein models including the
binding site atoms within 5Å from the nucleotide as point
charges.

[e] Atoms O3C to PA inclusive.
[f] Atoms O5* to H1* inclusive.
[g] Atoms N9 to C4 inclusive.

performed. As a contrast, a final set of charges fitted to an
MEP from a PM3 wavefunction, calculated with the pro-
gram MOPAC5.0 [47], and averaged over the terminal
oxygens without scaling is also shown.

The 3-21G*+ charges (calculated without the magnesium
ion present) produce a curve with a lower minimum energy
than the ab initio curve. Considering the lack of electron
correlation in the quantum mechanical calculation, this is a
better potential than obtained using the original AMBER
charges indicating the greater ability of the 3-21G*+ basis
set to represent the electron density on a phosphate ion. The

AMBER
STO-3G [a]

AMBER
6-31G* [b]

3-21G* +
Extended [c]

3-21G*+
Protein [c]

3-21G*+
Protein

inc. site [d]

3-21G*+
Protein

inc. site [d]

H2* 0.008 0.026 0.033 0.222 0.094 0.140

C1* 0.117 0.240 0.284 0.431 0.616 -0.063

H1* 0.054 0.033 0.068 0.099 -0.017 0.000

N9 -0.042 -0.010 -0.018 -0.716 -0.175 -0.010

C8 0.266 0.134 0.199 1.027 0.135 0.155

H8 0.046 0.153 0.194 0.072 0.114 0.127

N7 -0.543 -0.547 -0.474 -0.537 -0.441 -0.403

C5 -0.060 0.000 0.061 0.128 0.028 0.020

C6 0.690 0.741 0.591 0.850 0.646 0.713

O6 -0.458 -0.602 -0.484 -0.323 -0.537 -0.477

N1 -0.729 -0.831 -0.701 -0.943 -0.771 -0.735

H1 0.336 0.422 0.336 0.519 0.426 0.417

C2 0.871 1.062 0.868 1.141 0.888 0.850

N2 -0.778 -1.120 -0.806 -0.918 -0.863 -0.754

H21 0.325 0.471 0.326 0.499 0.414 0..238

H22 0.339 0.471 0.326 0.511 0.329 0.366

N3 -0.709 -0.766 -0.641 -0.683 -0.628 -0.739

C4 0.391 0.312 0.167 0.896 0.176 0.318

Phosphate[e] -2.615 -2.113 -2.259 -4.597 -2.750 -3.792

Ribose    [f] -0.330 -0.776 -0.335 0.074 0.009 -0.293

Guanine [g] -0.055 -0.110 -0.136 1.523 -0.259 0.162
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inclusion of the magnesium ion into the charge calculation
might be thought to represent perfectly the electronic distri-
bution at the minimum energy geometry. However the curve
in figure 2(b) shows that this is not the case and the energy is
much too high. Hence while the modelled electron density
might be closer to the ab initio calculation, the non-bond
parameters do not produce enough Lennard-Jones energy to
compensate for the transfer of charge density onto the mag-
nesium ion. The interaction using unscaled PM3 charges also
compares badly to the ab initio calculation, with a curve
much too high in energy. All the charges used above are
shown in table 2.

Atom-centred charges for the GDP and GTP molecule ions

The results for the fragments formed from the GDP
nucleotide taken from the model crystal structure are shown
in Table 3. The charges calculated on the full structure are
given as a comparison. The values vary considerably in the
boundary regions depending on the dividing scheme. Hence
calculating charges on constituent fragments is not applica-
ble for the molecule in this conformation and it is necessary
to calculate charges on the whole.

Table 4 shows the results of the charge calculations on
the complete GDP and GTP molecules. The charges calcu-
lated for GDP in vacuo are given for the extended confor-
mation described in the methods section and the binding
site conformation. Charges for both GDP and GTP calcu-
lated in the binding site, with the environment included as
point charges are also given. For comparison the standard
AMBER charges, both from STO-3G and 6-31G* MEPs are
also given. These have been modified by smoothing the ex-
tra ionic charge over the phosphate groups. The new charges
from the 3-21G*+ MEP have been scaled as before, and in
the extended conformer charges for chemically equivalent
atoms have been averaged over, with the exception of the
H5*1 and H5*2 atoms which are significantly different.
When compared to the standard AMBER STO-3G charges,
the 3-21G*+ extended charges are much closer than the
6-31G* charges, having root mean square deviations (RMSD)
of 0.11 and 0.22 respectively over all the charges. The bind-
ing site electrostatics thus allow the electron density of the
GDP molecule to be similar to that found in other situations,
supporting the concept of chemical groups.

It is obvious that the conformer is important, very differ-
ent charges being produced. In fact simulations using the
charges calculated on GDP in the binding site conforma-
tion, but without including the binding site charges produced
large deviations from the crystal structure. Due to the large
charges on the phosphate groups, the magnesium ion always
moved to lie between the two phosphates, with a rotation of
the beta-phosphate. This was found not to occur for the
charges calculated including the binding site. This problem
is also seen in solution phase simulations of Cannon [26]

with MNDO charges calculated on the binding site conformer.
In that study, GTP exhibited a preference for the C2' exo sugar
pucker; something not observed experimentally, attributed to
forces between C5' and N9, mediated by H5’1 and H8. The
charges in this region are seen here to be most sensitive to the
conformation chosen for the calculation.

Protonation state of GDP and GTP in the Ha-ras binding site

One final problem needs to be solved before the parameters
can be used in simulations; the protonation state of the
nucleotides. Ignoring the ribose hydroxyl groups and the base
carbonyl groups, GDP has three protonation sites on the phos-
phate chain and one on the guanine amine group. Likewise
GTP has four phosphate protonation sites and the amine. With
such molecules a knowledge of the equilibrium constants for
the various sites measured in the relevant environment is
needed for an accurate evaluation of the relative population
of the states. This information is rarely available for groups
inside proteins. A recent molecular dynamics study of the Ha-
ras: GTP complex used the monoprotonated species, but it
was not stated where or by what criterion the proton was
added [12].

In aqueous solution, the proton equilibria have been meas-
ured and standard values for the GDP dissociation constants
are listed in table 5, along with those for the related
pyrophosphoric acid, H

4
P

2
O

7
. Comparing the nucleotide val-

ues with the phosphoric acid data, it seems plausible that the
values above 9 are not due to the phosphates but the base or
ribose. From pK

1
 and pK

2
 for GDP, one dissociation constant

is for the phosphates and one for the protonated amine group
on the base. This may seem a very low basicity for an amine,
but it should be remembered that it is conjugated to the guanine
ring system. As a comparison, the anilinium ion-aniline equi-
librium has a pK

a
 of 4.6. It is known empirically that on the

same centre, pK
a
’s differ by around 5 units. Hence the first

two phosphate protons come from different phosphates.

Table 5. The acid dissociation constants for GDP, GTP and
the related polyphosphoric acids.

GDP [a] H4P2O7 GTP [a] H5P3O10

pK
a 1

 = <1
pK

a 1
 = 2.5 pK

a 2
 = 2.2

pK
a 3

 = 2.9 pK
a 2

 = 2.7 pK
a 4

 = 3.3 pK
a 3

 = 2.6
pK

a 4
 = 6.3 pK

a 3
 = 6.0 pK

a 5
 = 6.3 pK

a 4
 = 5.6

pK
a 5

 = 9.6 pK
a 4

 = 8.3 pK
a 6

 = 9.3 pK
a 5

 = 7.9

[a] taken from Dissociation Constants for Organic Bases in
Aqueous Solution, Butterworth, 1965.
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which can be related to the stepwise association constants,
the inverse of the dissociation constants given in table 5

H+ + H
j-1

A > H
j
A K

Kj
a n j

=

-

1

,

(3)

The ratios for the GDP and GTP species with different
number of phosphate protons present around pH 7 are plot-
ted in figure 5. Hence GDP and GTP both have on average
between 0 and 1 protons on the phosphate groups.

In the protein binding site, the environment is of course
different from that in solution. A good guess can however be
made by comparing the charges calculated on the “solution
phase” extended structure and in the binding site. For GDP,
there is no reason for protonation. All oxygens have virtu-
ally identical charges to the extended “solution phase” struc-
ture, hence the acidity (electron density) is not enhanced by
the binding site. Also from inspection of the crystal struc-
ture, there is no obvious advantage to be gained from
protonation, all the oxygens are close to the magnesium ion
or a hydrogen bond donor. On examining the GTP charges,
two oxygens have comparatively high electron density, O1A
and O1C. In the crystal structure, the former is 1.7 Å from
the backbone amide proton of Ala18. The latter however is
not particularly close to any hydrogen bond donors (the
peptide proton of Thr35 is 3.2 Å away) and so it is quite
possible that this oxygen is protonated. Further calculations
with a proton in this position are needed to clarify this.

The performance of the new charges

Comparing the protein crystal structure to the correspond-
ing atoms in the energy minimised model structures, there is
an RMSD of 0.62 Å when using the 3-21+G* charges, and
an RMSD of 0.65 Å with the standard charges. Figure 6
shows the difference in the absolute deviations of the two
minimised structures from the crystal structure, defined as
deviation (standard charges) - deviation (3-21+G* charges).
In general there is a tendency for positive differences, mean-
ing the standard charge calculation has larger deviations from
the crystal structure than when using the 3-21+G* charges.
Major differences are noticeable for the GDP phosphate
oxygens and residues 14, 15, 32, 33 and 59 which are in the
binding site near the phosphate groups. These results indi-

Figure 5. The fraction, α, of different protonated forms of
(a) GDP and (b) GTP present in solution around pH7. The
numbers of hydrogens shown are the number of protons on
the phosphate groups.

The fraction of the molecule present as the jth protonated spe-
cies is given by

α βj

j

TOT
j

jH A

A
H= = +

(1)

where 
j 
 is the formation constant of the species

jH+ + A > H
j
A

b j jK K K= 1 2.... (2)

Figure 6. (next page) Difference in deviation of alpha carbon
atoms from their crystal structure  co-ordinates after energy
minimisation of the Ha-ras:
GDP model using two different charge sets. Difference, in Å,
is defined as deviation (STO-3G) – deviation(3-21G*+). Atom
numbers 1 to 166 are the alpha carbon atoms for these residue
numbers, atom numbers 167 to 194 are the GDP heavy atoms
in the order given in table 3, atom number 195 is the
magnesium ion.

(b)

(a)
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[a] The length of structural elements for the Ha-ras: GDP
complex are nowhere reported and so these values are
taken from the structurally similar, excepting the region
66- 74, Ha- ras: GPPNP crystal structure [50].

[b] Calculated using the Kabsch and Sander method [48],
as implemented in the program QUANTA.

[c] Values for the model structure after energy minimisation
with the AMBER force field and 3-21G*+ GDP charges

[d] Values for the model structure after 50ps of molecular
dynamics (simulation “crystal”).

structural unit Crystal structure [a] model after EM [b, c] model after MD [b, d]

β1β1 2 – 9 2 – 7 3 – 10

α1α1 16 – 25 16 – 22 17 – 24

β2β2 37 – 46 38 – 42

β3β3 49 – 58 51 – 56 52 – 57

α2α2 66 – 68 70 – 73 67 – 68 3-turn

71 – 73 5-turn

β4β4 77 – 83 77 – 80 77 – 81

α3α3 87 – 103 87 – 103 92 – 103

β5β5 111 – 116 111 – 115 111 – 116

α4α4 127 – 136 127 – 136 127 – 135

β6β6 141 – 143 140 – 145 141 – 144

α5α5 152 – 165 152 – 164 153 – 165

Table 6. The regions of secondary structure (alpha helices
and beta sheets only) of the model Ha-ras: GDP protein
complex compared to the experimental structure.
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Figure 7. RMSD of Ha-ras: GDP model alpha carbon atoms
compared to the crystal structure during a 50ps in vacuo
MD simulation.

structure. It can be seen that during the simulation the ele-
ments change slightly and correspond better to the crystal
structure afterwards, for example residues 38 to 42 are now
a definite beta sheet. Of particular interest is the region be-
tween residues 66 and 74. In the GTP bound form this is a
triple turn alpha helix, while the GDP crystal structure indi-
cates that this is a single turn helix between 70- 73 (from the
model of fitted to the crystal structure). After the simula-
tion, this region is now characterised by two turns, but a
significant rearrangement would be necessary before the full
alpha helix seen in the GTP structure is possible.

The deviation of the simulation average structure from
the crystal structure is shown in figure 8(a). In general the
deviations are less than 2 Å The larger deviations are for
surface regions, probably due to the lack of crystal environ-
ment in the simulation; the large deviation at residue 60 could
however indicate poor modelling of the 60- 66 loop. In par-
ticular it can be seen that the nucleotide and magnesium ion
are very close to the crystal structure geometry. Table 7 shows
the RMSD for various parts of the protein; the whole pro-
tein, ligands (GDP and magnesium ion), binding site resi-
dues (as defined in table 9) and the major structural ele-
ments (alpha helices and beta sheets as defined in table 8,
the remaining protein defined as loops), from which it is
clear that the major deviations are in the surface loops.

In addition, the variance (average square deviation) of
the atom coordinates from the average during the simula-

Figure 8. Comparison of behaviour of Ha-ras: GDP model
with the crystal structure. Atom numbers 1 to 166 are the alpha
carbon atoms for these residue numbers, atom numbers 167
to 194 are the GDP heavy atoms in the order given in table 3,
atom number 195 is the magnesium ion.

(a) Positive deviation of the atoms in the 50ps simulation
average structure from their crystal structure positions.
(b) Difference in B-factors for the Ha-ras atoms, defined as
experimental - calculated.(next page)

(a)

cate that the whole protein, but especially the binding site
geometry is sensitive to changes on the GDP charges.

Figure 7 shows the change in RMSD of the model alpha
carbon atoms compared to the known crystal structure atoms
over the 50 ps simulation. During this time, the RMSD con-
verges to around 2 Å Table 6 compares the protein structural
units before and after the simulation, analysed by the Kabsch
and Sanders method [48], with the elements in the crystal
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Table 7. Comparison of simulations with crystal structure

[d] Alpha helices, as listed in column2 table 6, ignoring the
region 66- 74.

[e] Beta sheets, as listed in column2 table 6.
[f] All residues not defined as helices or sheets.

[a] All atoms present in the crystal structure.
[b] GDP heavy atoms and magnesium ion.
[c] Binding site residues, listed in table 8.

(b)

"Crystal"
"Unrefined

loop"
"No water
ligands"

"3 water
ligands"

"Crystal in
water"

Modulus of the average absolute deviation from the crystal structure (Å)

Total [a] 1.72 1.88 2.14 2.01 1.68

ligands [b] 1.39 1.14 1.78 2.19 1.29

binding site [c] 1.66 2.12 2.07 2.02 1.74

helix [d] 1.83 1.78 2.03 1.97 1.55

sheet [e] 1.29 1.50 1.39 1.64 1.48

loops [f] 1.99 2.41 2.74 2.19 2.05

Average difference in B-factors; Experimental - calculated (Å)

Total [a] 14.69 15.17 16.44 14.36 14.28

ligands [b] 15.51 14.39 15.73 14.85 14.16

binding site [c] 14.49 12.83 13.08 15.81 13.46

helix [d] 11.81 12.50 14.60 12.21 12.65

sheet [e] 12.33 12.79 13.33 10.95 9.67

loop [f] 18.55 19.58 20.60 18.45 19.06
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Residue number Function

17 Binds Mg

35 Binds gamma phosphate and Mg in GTP protein

59 – 61 Bind gamma phosphate in GTP

10 – 17 Bind beta phosphate

18 Binds alpha phosphate

29, 117 Bind ribose

28, 116 – 119, 145 – 147 Bind guanine

12, 13 and 61 Mutation sites enabling oncogenesis

32 – 40 Bind GAP protein (regulates dephosphorylation)

58 Important for auto-phosphorylation

60 – 76 Bind Y13-259 antibody (prevents activation)

66 – 74 Loop with single turn helix in GDP protein andtriple turn
helix in GTP protein

Table 8. Summary of residues
with known functional
importance in the Ha-ras
proteins bound to GDP and
GTP.

tion were calculated. These are related to the experimentally
determined thermal, or B, factors by the equation [49]

B = (82/3)<(r)2> (4)

where <(r)2> is the variance of the displacement with respect
to the average position. Differences in calculated and experi-
mental B-factors are plotted in figure 8(b). Again deviations
away from the average difference of 14.7 Å, which can be
taken as the crystal lattice disorder factors ignored in equa-
tion (4), are exhibited by the surface residues, and in particu-
lar the region around loop 60- 66. The averages of the differ-
ences in B-factors, given for the different parts of the protein,
are summarised in table 7.

The four further simulations showed that the dynamics of
the protein are sensitive to the starting structure. The results
for the absolute deviation of the average structure from the
crystal structure and the difference in experimental and cal-
culated B-factors are again shown in table 7 divided into the
various protein parts. Using the unrefined loop 60- 66, the
deviations relative to the crystal structure have all increased.
In comparison to the above “crystal” simulation, residue 60 is
as far away from its crystal position, with a deviation of 5.2 Å
compared to 5.4 Å, but residue 66 and the following sequence
has moved considerably, now the deviation is 3.7 Å, com-
pared to a deviation of 1.1 Å in the simulation “crystal”. The
ligands have not appreciably changed geometry, but both the
binding site and the surface loops have been affected. In par-
ticular the region around the GAP binding loop (residues
32-40) has moved further away from the crystal structure; in
the simulation “crystal”, the RMSD for residues 26 to 31 and

32 to 40 are 1.3 Å and 1.5 Å respectively, while the corre-
sponding RMSDs for this simulation “unrefined loop” are
4.4 Å and 2.6 Å

Changing the number of waters attached to the magne-
sium ion, also produce larger deviations in all parts of the
protein from the crystal structure. With three water ligands,
the magnesium ion moves 2.9 Å from its binding site and
Asp33 becomes a new ligand, causing a distortion of the
binding site, which produces further changes throughout the
protein. The important residue Gly12 is now 2.4 Å away
from its crystal site, compared to the 0.5 Å deviation with
four ligand waters. The RMSD for residues 26 to 31 and 32
to 40 have also increased to 2.5 Å and 1.7 Å respectively.
With no water ligands, the magnesium ion moves to sit be-
tween the two phosphate groups. Asp33 and Asp57 have now
both become magnesium ion ligands. This generally pro-
duces greater deviations from the crystal structure.

The inclusion of explicit solvent molecules in the simu-
lation “crystal in water” reduces the overall deviation and in
particular the deviations for the ligands and helices, both
regions sensitive to electrostatic environment. In general,
the deviations of the surface residues have also been reduced,
especially residue 60 which now has a deviation of 3.3 Å
The binding site has however opened up slightly by loop 

2

(residues 26 to 36) moving out into the solvent. This leads to
larger deviations for the residues Gly12 and Gly13, which
are both now 3.4 Å away from their crystal positions. A
change is also seen in the GAP binding region, with residues
26 to 31 and loop 32 to 40 now having RMSDs of 1.5 Å and
3.6 Å respectively.
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Conclusion

A set of atom-centred charges for the nucleotide ligands of
the Ha-ras protein compatible with the AMBER force field
has been calculated. Simple tests on the GDP charges show
that these produce a model which during simulations is com-
patible with the crystal structure. The method used and the
simulations run have produced a number of interesting ob-
servations.

The use of a basis set larger than STO-3G is necessary to
handle the delocalised phosphate groups, and in particular
diffuse functions are needed to handle the large charge den-
sity. Scaling to mimic STO-3G derived charges can then be
used to make these charges compatible with the AMBER
force field. Further, it is necessary to include the binding
site electrostatics to produce reasonable charges for the bind-
ing site conformation. Using this protocol, the atom-centred
charges for GDP in the Ha-ras binding site are similar to
those taken from standard AMBER values, leading to good
compatibility with the other parameters. The protein model
is however sensitive to the exact charges on the phosphate
groups, and using the 3-21G*+ scaled charges produces a
model structure closer to the crystal structure than the stand-
ard values.

During a simulation, the model behaves in agreement
with the crystal structure, both structurally and from the B-
factors. Major deviations are due to ignoring the crystal en-
vironment. In particular the ligand and binding site are found
to reproduce the experimental structure in a satisfactory man-
ner, showing the applicability of the new charges.

Further simulations have shown that the model is also
sensitive to the exact starting structure and environment. For
example, the binding site is sensitive to the number of wa-
ters binding to the magnesium ion and changing the number
of ligands from four to three particularly affects residue 12,
a known oncogenic site. The binding site is also sensitive to
the presence of solvent. The GAP binding loop is influenced
by external solvent and the geometry of loop 60- 66, which
is undefined in the crystal structure. As these regions are of
particular interest for the mechanism of the protein and hence
to simulations, care must be taken in the choice of initial
model and conditions to produce sensible results. Further
work is still needed to study this important and interesting
protein system, but the ground work presented here should
provide the basis for genuinely revealing simulations.
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